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April 3,2006 

Ms. Nancy M. Morris 
Federal Advisory Committee Management Office1 
Securities and Exchange Comn~ission 
100 F Street, NE, Washington D.C. 20549-1090 

Re: 	 File No. 265-23 L?.vposrrre Draft of Firzal Report ofAdvisory Conanittee or? Strtnller 
P~lblic Contpnizies 

Dear Ms Morris: 

Pricewaterl~ouseCoopers LLP appreciates the opportunity to provide written comments to the 
Securities and Exchange Comn~ission's ('"SEC") Advisory Com~nittee on Smaller Public -
Conlpanies' ('"Advisory Committee") request for input on ways to improve the current 
regulatory systenl for smaller companies under the securities laws of the United States, 
including the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 ("SOX). 

111 the attachment to this letter, we have specifically addressed several orthe recommendations 
included in the Advisory Committee's exposure draft. Of our conunents, we wish to l~igl~ligl~t 
our position with regard to the proposed exemption for microcap and smallcap con~panies 
from some or all of the requirements of Section 404 of SOX. 

As discussed further below, we do not agree with the proposals to exempt what would amount 
to approxiinately 80% of public company registrants from the requirement for an auditor's 
opinion on the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting. We also do not agree 
with the proposal that approximately 65% of those companies would also not be required to 
issue a management attestation on the effectiveness of their internal control over financial 
reporling. 

Section 404 has resulted in profound changes in behavior anlong those who con~prise lcey 
stakeholder groups in the capital market network and the corporate reporting process, 
including: n~anage~nent teams, audit committees, boards of directors, investors, regulators, 
attorneys, analysts, and auditors. We believe this changed behavior and heightened focus on 
the production of reliable financial reporting, predicated on effective internal control, is very 
positive. The malted in~prove~nent we saw in year one of Section 404 compliance has 
continued in year two. Specifically: 

P 	 Registrants' have a heightened focus on the ~naintenance of effective systenls of 
internal control and the identification and remediation of internal control deficiencies 
before material illisstatements occur. These efforts benefit investors and preparers by 
enabling companies to avoid possible costly material nlisstatenlents, improving the 
reliability of the financial inforn~ation provided to the marketplace, reducing the 



likelihood of material frauds, and potentially improving business processes. In year 
one, Section 404 provided the catalyst to reduce the baclclog of deferred nlaintenance 
on existing systems of internal control. With a significant portion of the deferred 
nlaintenance completed in year one, in year two we have seen management focus on 
malting more pernlanent control remediations that may have been inforn~al, or inanual 
"patches". The coiltinuation of process and control inlprovements serves to further 
strengthen the reliability of financial statements. For example, although the data for 
year two filers is not yet complete, we have noted that as of March 24, 2006, 250 of the 
approximately 570 companies who reporled ineffective internal control over financial 
reporting in year one of Section 404 colnpliance have addressed their material 
weaknesses and have asserted that their internal control over financial reporting is 
effective in year two. As of March 24,2006 only 50 coinpallies with material 
wealcnesses in year one continue to disclose material wealmess in year two. In the past 
year, we have also seen a shift in nlanagement's approach to Section 404 from a 
periodic compliance exercise into an ongoing process and sustainable mindset 
embedded into everyday operations. We have also seen positive change in that internal 
control ow~ership has evolved from one primarily vested wit11 the finance and 
accounting functions to one of broader ownership, including executive, business unit, 
and operating management. 

O 	 Audit committees and boards of directors are Inore attentive to their fiduciary 
responsibilities related to financial reporting. They have become substantially Inore 
engaged in overseeing the financial reporting processes and internal control 
environments of the companies they serve. 

O 	 Investors and analysts are currently being provided greater transparency into the 
quality of registrants' financial reporting processes, thus allowing then1 to make more 
informed investment decisions. 

i-	 Audit firms have enllanced their relationships with audit committees, extensively 
trained their people on auditing internal controls, and enhanced their audit approach to 
integrate the focus on the evaluation of internal controls with the performance of the 
financial statement audit. These changes and enhancements, coupled with extemal 
regulation, have inlproved the quality of audits. Smaller public companies will benefit 
froin the accumulated knowledge and experience of their auditors as they adopt 
Section 404 for the first time. 

While colnpanies have been required to maintain effective internal controls under the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act of 1977, it was not until the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and Section 404 that 
we witnessed the behavioral changes described above. We believe that this can be largely 
attributed to Section 404's requirement for an auditor attestation. 

There is nearly unanimous agreement from all stalcel~olders in the capital n~arlcets on the 
benefits of having effective intemal control over financial reporting. The primary complaint 
against Section 404 is not that it fails to deliver value, but the high cost of compliance. 

We believe that the achievement of the nlost efficient and effective Section 404 compliance 
process is still a worlc in progress. Experience in the first year of adoption contributed to 



significant efficiencies in year two for both management's and the auditor's processes. 
Experience will allow management and auditors to continue to make i~nproven~ents in the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the attestation process for coinpanies of all sizes. We 
recognize the specialized characteristics and needs of the con~panies defined by the Advisory 
Committee as microcap and small companies, inany of which have yet to report under Section 
404. We believe that they will benefit from the experiences of earlier adopters which will 
result in a more efficient year one audit than that experienced by accelerated filers. We also 
expect them to experience continued efficiency improven~er~ts after the initial year of adoption 
as they progress on the leanling curve. It would be unfortunate if the preparers, the profession 
and regulators were not given the opportunity to develop processes that are responsive to the 
unique challenges of smaller companies and achieve the intended goals of Section 404 in a 
cost-effective manner, while still preserving the investor protection objective of the Act. That 
said, it may be helpful for this sector of the marlcet to have available additional tools and 
guidance to minimize disruption in the initial year of compliance a ~ d  to effectively apply the 
best practices of larger registrants. 

In order to provide time to conduct additional study and field testing of additional guidance, 
comn~unications, and practice tools that may be necessary to improve efficiency on these 
smallest of registrants, we would not object to an additional one-year deferral of the 
requirements of Section 404 for those companies within this group that qualify as non- 
accelerated filers. We do not believe that an optional, te~nporary deferral should be offered to 
s~nallerpublic companies that are accelerated filers and have already complied with Section 
404. 

We believe that this additional study would provide valuable infom~ation to companies and 
audit firms of all sizes. We envision a cooperative process whereby the audit approach for a 
small sample of companies could be evaluated by a task force of regulators, auditors and 
issuers. Working collaboratively, this task force would bring together the best iniilds in the 
profession to determine the most effective, efficient, and ~ninilnally disruptive meals to obtain 
the support necessary for management's assertion and the auditor's opinions on the 
effectiveness of internal control over finailcia1 reporting on a real-time basis. The results of 
this study would be used to deteilnine the adequacy of the existing coin~nunications and tools 
related to the require~nei~ts of Section 404. 

We appreciate the opportunity to express our views and would be pleased to discuss our 
comments or answer any questions that the Advisory Coinmittee may have. Please do not 
hesitate to contact Vincent Colmar~ (973-236-5390) or Ray Beier (973-236-7440) regarding 
our subnlission. 

Sincerely, 



ATTACHMENT 


Recommendation II.P.l: 
Establish a new system of scaled or proportional securities regulation for snlaller public 
conlpanies using t11e following six determinants to define a "smaller public company": 

3 the total market capitalization of the company; 

3 a measurement metric that facilitates scaling of regulation; 

3 a measurement metric that is self-calibrating; 

P a standardized measurement and methodology for computing market capitalization; 

P a date for determining total market capitalization; and 

3 clear and fin11 transition rules, i.e., small to large and large to small. 

PwC Response: 
We believe that scaled regulation creates umlecessary complexity and hinders the 
ability of users to compare financial results among companies. 

l n o n g  other things, the adoption of the Regulation S-B acco~lln~odatio~ls would limit 
the breadth and depth of MD&A disclosures, reduce the numbers of years of financial 
statements presented, and eliminate the requirement for 5-year summary financial data. 
Microcap and smallcap companies are not widely followed by tile sell-side analyst 
community. As a result, the financial statements are the main source of infonnation 
for many investors. We believe that the trend infonnation provided by the additional 
years of primary financial statements and the 5-year data provided in the sumnary 
financial data table take on even greater importance to investors in smaller companies. 
In order to nlaintain investor protection, we do not support the expansion of Regulation 
S-B to a category broader than that to which it currently applies. 

Recommendation IV.Y.l: 
Incorporate the scaled disclosure accon~modations cul-rently available to small business issuers 
under Regulation S-B into Regulation S-K, make them available to all microcap companies, 
and cease prescribing separate specialized disclosure forms for smaller companies. 

PvvC Response: 
See response to Reconmlendation II.P.1 above. 

Recommendation IV.P.2: 
Incorporate the primary scaled financial statement accomn~odations currently available to 
small business issuers under Regulation S-B into Regulation S-I< or Regulation S-X and make 
them available to all microcap and smallcap companies. 

PwC Response: 
See response to Recommendation ll.P. 1 above. 
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Recommendation III.P.1: 
Unless and until a franlework for assessing internal control over financial reporting for such 
companies is developed that recognizes their characteristics and needs, provide exemptive 
relief froill Section 404 requirements to microcap companies with less than $125 nill lion in 
annual revenue and to s~nallcap con~panies wit11 less tl~an $10 n~illion in armual product 
revenue that have or expand their corporate governance controls that include: 

3 	adherence to standards relating to audit conlnlittees in conformity with Rule 10A-3 
under the Exchange Act; 

3 	adoption of a code of ethics within the meaning of Item 406 of Regulation S-K 
applicable to all directors, officers and employees and compliance with the further 
obligations under Item 406(c) relating to the disclosure of the code of ethics; and 

3 	design and inaintain effective internal controls over financial reporting. 

PwC Response: 

See response to Recommendation III.P.2 below. 


Recommendation III.P.2: 
Unless and until a framework for assessing internal control over financial reporting for such 
companies is developed that recognizes their characteristics and needs, provide exemptive 
relief from external auditor involvement in the Section 404 process to the following 
companies, subject to their compliance with the same corporate governance standards as 
detailed in the recommendation above: 

3 	 Smallcap con~panies with less than $250 million in annual revenues but greater than 
$1 0 lnillion in annual product revenue; and 

3 	Microcap companies with between $125 and $250 n~illion in annual revenue. 


PwC Response: 

As discussed in the cover letter, we believe that Section 404 is beneficial to all companies, 

regardless of size and that it is contrary to the intent of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act to provide 

exemptions to nearly 80% of public company registrants. 


In addition, we do not believe that a new framework for assessing internal control is 

necessary. The existing internal control franlework can be effectively applied to 

companies of all sizes. With regard to Section 404 specifically, the amount of time 

necessary to conduct management and the auditor's testing does not increase or decease 

proportionate to the size of the account on which the procedures are applied. However, we 

expect the idea of a study of a sanlple of microcap and smallcap companies to identify the 

additional tools, templates, training, and guidance that may be necessary to assist both 

management and auditors in conducting their procedures in as efficient and effective a 

manner as possible. 
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Recommendation III.P.3: 
While we believe that the costs of the require~nent for an extellla1 audit of the effectiveness of 
internal control over financial reporting are disproportionate to the benefits, and have therefore 
adopted the second Section 404 reco~nnlendation above, we also believe that if the 
Coltunission reacltes a public policy c o ~ ~ c l u s i o ~ ~  that an audit requireinent is required, we 
recommend that changes be made to tlte requirements for implementing Section 404's external 
auditor requirement to a cost-effective standard, which we call "ASX," providing for an 
external audit of the design and intplen~entation of intental controls. 

PwC Response: 

We believe that all co~npanies subject to the internal control over financial reporting 

requirements should be subject to the same independent auditor attestation 

requirements. 


A design-only audit will cause some material wealcnesses to go undetected. 


A different auditing requirement for audits of internal control over financial reporting 

for larger versus smaller conlpanies will undoubtedly create confusion among financial 

statement users as to tlte conclusions that should be drawn on the effectiveness of 

intenla1 control over financial reporting. The level of reliance appropriate for a design- 

only opinion will likely be misunderstood. We believe this would increase an already 

considerable expectation gap as to the amount of comfort provided by the auditor's 

attestation. 


In addition, if the primary motivation for lessening the requirement is the burdensome 

cost of compliance, it is unliltely that the elimination of the auditor's testing of 

operating effectiveness will have a significant impact. The performance of a dcsign- 

only audit will only result in the elintination of a portion of the external audit costs, 

and the external audit costs are a minority of total 404 compliance costs'. 


Furthennore, one of the benefits of Section 404 is the efficiency resulting fro111 tlte 

integration of the internal control over financial reporting and financial statement audit 

testing. The inability to leverage the internal control testing to obtain financial 

statentent comfort will result in the need to increase substantive audit procedures, 

reducing the financial impact of the elimination of auditor testing of operating 

effectiveness. 


CRA International, in a survey co~n~ttissioned by the largest audit finns, found that only 35% 
of the cost of compliance was attributed to external audit costs. 
I 
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Recommendation III.S.2: 
Deternline the necessary structure for COSO to strengthen it in light of its role in the standard- 
setting process in internal control reporting. 

PwC Response: 
In the United States, the COSO Internal Control Integrated Franlework is the most 
widely accepted framework for evaluating a company's internal controls. The SEC, 
PCAOB, and other regulato~y bodies recognize the COSO framework as meeting the 
evaluation criteria outlined in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Although originally developed 
in 1992, this framework has proven to be a solid fow~dation that we believe is capable 
of being scaled to conlpanies of all sizes and of different and increasing complexity. 
At this time, we do not believe that a more pe~~nanent structure is necessary for COSO 
or that another standard-setting body is required. 

We aclulowledge, however, that over time, businesses, technology, and processes will 
continue to change and develop. As a result, wllile we believe the fundamental 
principles of COSO provide a solid foundation, these future business environment 
changes may highlight a need to revisit the COSO framework to ensure that its 
principles continue to be relevant. 

Recommendation V.P.l: 
Develop a "safe-harbor" protocol for accounting for transactions that would protect well- 
intentioiled preparers from regulatory or legal action when the process is appropriately 
followed. 

PwC Response: 
Over the years, the accounting standards have become more complex. This complexity 
has been driven by many factors, including the existence of ~nultiple standard setters, 
intricate rules including bright lines and carve-out exceptions, and the desire for 
specificity in a litigious environnlent where decisions are ofien second-guessed. The 
preparation of financial statements in this environnlent requires the exercise of 
professional judgelnent by preparers in many areas, including thc selection and 
application of accounting standards. We believe that it is important for regulators to 
support and respect reasoned judgments. We believe that it would be inappropriate to 
establish safe-harbor protection based upon the level of effort expended by preparers in 
arriving at an incorrect co~~clusion, or one for which reasonable judgement was not 
applied. 
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PwC Response (continued): 
In addition, the exposure draft includes a discussion of how the proposed safe harbor 
would assist preparers in worlcing with their auditors who, the release states, are 
motivated by their fear of being second guessed by regulators. Auditors should be a 
ltey resource to large and small companies for their knowledge, experience and 
judgment in all accounting and financial reporling matters, including unusual or 
complex transactions. We believe that the proposal has tile potential of creating ail 

environment where preparers would be more comfortable ignoring the advice oftheir 
auditors, creating disagreements between preparers and auditors that will reduce the 
effectiveness of the audit process. 

Recommendation V.P.2: 
In implementing new accounting standards, the FASB should pern~it microcap conlpanies to 
apply the s a n e  extended effective dates that it provides for private companies. 

PwC Response: 
While we believe it is acceptable to modify implementation periods for smaller public 
companies to allow them additional time to understand and apply new accounting 
standards with their more limited resources, we believe that the extended effective 
dates should be permitted for non-accelerated filers. As we understand it, the 
definition of "microcap" is subject to change annually based on what constitutes 1% of 
total US equity market capitalization. In the interest of reducing complexity and 
confusion, we believe that the established and fixed definition of an accelerated filer be 
used for this purpose. 

We expect that such additional time will have minimal impact on investors and 
marltets as long as adequate SAB 74 disclosures are made. In addition, investors will 
benefit from the resulting improvement in the quality of financial reporting. 

Recommendation V.P.3: 
Consider additional guidance for all public companies with respect to materiality related to 
previously issued financial statements. 

PvvC Response: 
While we aclu~owledge that significant judgement is necessary when considering 
qualitative factors, and when considering quantitative materiality against breakeven or 
aberrant earnings or interim periods, we believe that a meeting of the minds among 
regulators, preparers, auditors and the investor community is possible without the need 
to provide additional guidance. This meeting of the minds is best achieved by 
regulators providing a clear message by the consistent application of the existing 
guidance ai~d the support of reasonable judgements. 
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Recommendation V.P.4: 
I~nplenlenta de minimis exception in the application of the SEC's auditor independence rules. 

PwC Response: 
Under the existing guidance, inadvertent violations of the scope of services 
independence rules could result in a conclusion that an audit film's independence is 
impaired regardless of how limited the impact of the prohibited service nlay be in 
tenns ofnlateriality or distance fro111 tlle audit process. If the audit fiml's 
independence is deenled to be impaired, the registrant could be forced to replace the 
audit finn. In that circun~stance, a registrant may be required to incur the substantial 
cost for a re-audit to redress a problem arising from a minor and inadvertent matier. 

With respect to inadverlent violations of the prohibited services rules, we believe that a 
"de minimis" standard can be applied in a manner that is fair to registrants, to their 
audit finns, and to registrants' investors. Further, we believe that such a de minimis 
exception, if adopted, should be available for coinpanies of all sizes. 

In order to detennine that an inadvertent violation does not impair the audit firm's 
independence, we believe that the audit film should have effective quality control 
processes, including procedures designed to prevent the firm from providing prohibited 
non-audit services to audit clients. Control procedures should also be present in the 
registrant's organization to ensure an effective audit committee pre-approval process 
for non-audit services to be provided by the auditor. If such systems are in place at 
both the audit firn~ and the registrant, we believe that certain limited violations could 
be deemed not to impair the audit firm's independence, provided that: 

3 	The violation is "inadvertent". 
o 	 To be inadvertent, the violation must be infrequent and the audit firm 

and the registrant must demonstrate that it has an adequate quality 
control system in place. 

3 	The service is inconsequential to the financial statenlents and the audit. 

3 	Upon discovery, appropriate remedial action is taken. 

> 	The registrant's audit co~nmittee is promptly notified, deems the corrective 
action to be appropriate, and concludes that auditor independence has not been 
impacted. 
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Recommendation V.S.l: 
Together with the PCAOB and the FASB, promote colnpetition and reduce the perception of 
the laclc of choice in selecting audit finns by using their influence to include non-Big Four 
fimls in committees, public forums, and other venues that would increase the awareness of 
these f i m ~ s  in the marltetplace. 

PwC Response: 
The marketplace for audit services is competitive. We believe that it is impol-tant for 
conlpanies to be aware of their ability to select any qualified audit iiml. It is also 
important to include representation of audit f im~s  of all sizes on committees and public 
forums. Audit firms of all sizes regularly voice their opinions and contribute to the 
developrnent of standards and regulations through public comment processes. 

Recommendation V.S.2: 
Formally encourage the FASB to continue to pursue objectives-based accounting standards. 
In addition, simplicity and the ease of application should be i~nportant considerations when 
new accounting standards are established. 

PwC Response: 
We, the FASB, and others, have been vocal supporters of the move toward Inore 
objectives-based, or principles-based, accounting standards. 

A predicate of the successful imple~nentation of principles-based standards is the 
application of professional judgment that is respected by the regulatory process. 

We also note that the capital marltets nlust a c c e ~ t  that a natural conseauence of a 
principles-based set of standards is that similar transactions may be treated differently 
by different companies. This occurs because the economic substance of a transaction 
may be viewed differently by each company executing the transaction. 

We concur with FASB Cllainnan Bob Herz who stated, "for principles-based standards 
to work effectively and be successful, they need to be complemented by a more 
principles-based regulatory review and ellforcement and a Inore principles-based legal 
framework around financial reporting." 

We also believe that it is important to recognize that complexity will continue to exist 
due to the co~nplex nature of financial transactions in today's n~arketplace. 


